This work is part of an effort to structurally integrate self-sensing functionality into smart composite materials using embedded microsensors and local network communication nodes. Here we address the issue of data management through the development of localized processing algorithms. We demonstrate that the two-dimensional fast Fourier transform (FFT) is a useful algorithm due to its hierarchical structure and ability to determine the relative magnitudes of different spatial wavelengths in a material. This may be applied, for example, to determine the global components of a strain field or temperature distribution. We develop two methods for implementing the distributed 2D FFT based on the radix-2 (row-column) and radix-2 × 2 (vector-radix) structures, and compare them in terms of computational requirements within a low power, low bandwidth network of microprocessors. Our results show that the vector-radix algorithm requires 50% fewer multiplications than the row-column algorithm when performed in a distributed manner. Since the most important information of the 2D FFT can often be found in the lowest frequency components, we develop pruning methods for the distributed row-column and vector-radix algorithms that reduce internode communication requirements by 50% in both cases. We conclude that the pruned version of the distributed vector-radix 2D FFT is the most efficient of the methods investigated for rapid signal identification in smart composite materials.
Introduction
Composite materials have found a wide range of applications in engineering due to their high strength-to-weight ratio, resistance to fatigue, and low thermal expansion. Composites present challenges for damage detection, however, since much of the damage is often interlaminar and not readily detectable [1] . Furthermore, inspection usually takes place after the damage has already occurred, leaving the inspection process to look for residual signs of the failure condition. There is therefore a current need to develop real time and in situ health monitoring techniques that enable a rapid assessment of material's state of health.
There have been a number of efforts aimed at incorporating non-structural elements into composite materials for damage detection and assessment [2] [3] [4] . The work described here is part of an ongoing effort to develop a new type of smart composite material that can monitor its own health using a high density of embedded microsensors and local network communication nodes [5] . Integrating such devices will allow the material to internally acquire and process structural information. Unlike global networks that allow only one transmission at a time, local networks exchange information locally between nodes, and allow an increase in total instantaneous bandwidth at the expense of reduced reach. Some of the challenges involved in this project include mechanical integration, electronics requirements and limitations, and sensor selection. This paper addresses the issue of data management. As the number of sensor nodes increases, the ability to efficiently manage data becomes an important issue. For large structures, shuffling the data from the embedded network to an external processor would require unreasonable bandwidth. Furthermore, we want to take advantage of the available high instantaneous bandwidth within the local network. It is therefore necessary to develop efficient localized processing algorithms that are hierarchical in structure and can be easily distributed across the network. This paper investigates the implementation of the two-dimensional fast Fourier transform (FFT) as one such algorithm. The 2D FFT essentially decomposes a discrete signal into its frequency components (of varying magnitude), and shuffles the low frequency components to the corners. That is, it reveals the relative magnitudes of different spatial wavelengths in a material. This may be applied, for example, to determine the global components of a strain field or temperature distribution. Figure 1 demonstrates the application of the 2D FFT to a simulated signal of size 256 × 256 that could represent a local peak in temperature in a composite material. The magnitude of the 2D FFT is plotted with respect to spatial frequency. It is immediately clear that the most significant information exists in the lowest frequency components. The zeroth frequency has the largest magnitude, and represents the constant function in the signal. By analyzing only a few other output points, we can determine that the signal is dominated in both the xdirection and y-direction by the first frequency components. This indicates that the signal consists of a single temperature peak, as opposed to several peaks, or a gradient in one direction. Figure 1 also shows that the 2D FFT is capable of revealing these characteristics when Gaussian random noise is added to the signal. Such noise could be attributed to small temperature fluctuations that are the result of atmospheric (or other external) conditions. This property is especially important as most practical monitoring would occur in a noisy environment.
The focus of this paper is to establish an efficient algorithm for implementing the 2D FFT using a network of nodes embedded within a composite material. The implementation of the 2D FFT using more than one processor has been widely studied [6] [7] [8] . In most cases the number of processors is significantly less than the number of input data points, and the 2D FFT algorithms are said to be performed in a parallel manner. In this paper, however, we will consider the implementation of the 2D FFT using a network where the number of nodes is the same as the number of input data points. We will refer to these algorithms as distributed. Such an implementation requires that some primitive processing capability be introduced at each node through the inclusion of a microprocessor. We therefore must outline specific assumptions regarding the processing capabilities of the network, which is shown graphically in figure 2:
• The data sequence x(k 1 , k 2 ), defined over 0 k 1 < N , 0 k 2 < N , is acquired and processed by an N × N array of nodes.
• Each node contains a microsensor and a microprocessor with limited capabilities.
• Each microsensor is wired to its own microprocessor, and each microprocessor is then wired only to its nearest neighbors (up, down, left, right).
While these limitations are not applicable in all scenarios, they apply specifically to the technology involved in this project [5] , and are compatible with the low power, low bandwidth networks that can be embedded in composite materials. Although each microprocessor is limited as postulated, the total processing power is significant when the algorithms are performed in a distributed manner. In the following sections, we develop two algorithms for the 2D FFT based on the radix-2 (row-column) and the radix-2 × 2 (vectorradix) methods [9] , where the term radix refers to the size of the FFT decomposition. We then develop the distributed versions of both algorithms, and compare their computational requirements. 
The fast Fourier transform
We begin with a brief review of the FFT, which is an efficient algorithm used to implement the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). If we define the complex number
then for a given sequence x k , defined over 0 k < N , we can define its one-dimensional DFT, X n , as the following sequence of complex numbers:
where 0 n < N . Using what is sometimes called the Danielson-Lanczos lemma, the DFT of size N can be rewritten as the sum of two DFTs of size N/2. One is formed from the even-numbered components, and the other from the oddnumbered components [10] :
The procedure is applied recursively until the data set is reduced to transforms of only two points. This is the basis for the FFT, which can be represented graphically using the radix-2 butterfly shown in figure 3 . The recursive decomposition of the sequence into even and odd components requires a bit-reversal reordering to take place at the beginning of the butterfly. Bit-reversal reordering is achieved for a sequence by performing the following steps for each number: transform its index into a binary representation, reverse the order of bits, and transform back to the appropriate index. Table 1 shows this process for a sequence of size N = 8. The 1D FFT can therefore be achieved by bit-reversing the input sequence, and then calculating transforms of length 2, 4, 8, . . . , N using a radix-2 butterfly network.
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Radix-2 row-column FFT
For a given array
, as the following array of complex numbers:
where 0
It is assumed that N 1 and N 2 are the same power of 2,
The 2D DFT can be efficiently implemented using the row-column FFT, in which 1D FFTs are sequentially performed on each row and then each column of the original sequence x(k 1 , k 2 ). The order of operations is then the following: first, bit-reverse each row, and calculate transforms of length 2, 4, 8, . . . , N (using the radix-2 butterfly network) for each row; second, bit-reverse each column, and calculate transforms of length 2, 4, 8, . . . , N (using the radix-2 butterfly network) for each column.
Radix-2 × 2 vector-radix FFT
The 2D DFT (4) can also be efficiently implemented using the vector-radix 2D FFT. The vector-radix algorithm involves a decomposition of the 2D DFT into sums of smaller 2D DFTs, until only DFTs of size 2×2 remain. Figure 4 shows the radix-2 × 2 butterfly, which is based on the following decomposition [9] :
where the G terms are calculated as
The order of operations for the vector-radix algorithm is summarized by the following: first, bit-reverse all rows and then all columns; second, calculate transforms of size 2 × 2, 4 × 4, 8 × 8, . . . , N × N using the radix-2 × 2 butterfly.
The key part of the vector-radix algorithm is that repetitive multiplications can be eliminated by using the identity W 
When implemented on a single processor, the vector-radix algorithm requires 25% fewer multiplications than the rowcolumn algorithm [11] .
Relation between the row-column and vector-radix algorithms
The vector-radix algorithm can be understood as a variation of the row-column FFT with two main differences: first, the vector-radix algorithm applies the bit-reversal reordering to all rows and all columns before any butterfly operations are performed; second, at each stage of the radix-2 butterfly (shown in figure 3 ), the vector-radix algorithm performs both row-wise and column-wise transforms before proceeding to the next stage. The order of operations for the vector-radix FFT can therefore be restated as the following: first, bitreverse all rows and then all columns; second, calculate, in turn, row-wise and column-wise transforms of length 2, 4, 8, . . . , N using the radix-2 butterfly network. As before, the vectorradix algorithm eliminates repetitive multiplications at each stage by performing a matrix multiplication before the row and column additions. We will use this version to develop the distributed implementation of the vector-radix algorithm.
Distributed 2D FFT
The row-column and vector-radix FFT algorithms have been derived assuming that all calculations would occur on a single processor. The purpose of this paper, however, is to develop distributed algorithms suitable for implementation in a network of microprocessors. Since the 2D FFT has a hierarchical structure, and since butterfly operations can be performed independently and concurrently on separate processors, it is a natural distributed algorithm candidate. For example, the row-column algorithm performs butterfly operations on each row and then each column of the sequence. This process can be distributed across an array of microprocessors since each row and each column can independently and concurrently perform their own butterfly operations. When performed concurrently, this requires no extra cost over the requirements of a single row performing the operations. Using the assumptions outlined in section 1, we can determine the computation required to perform the distributed algorithms using an array of microprocessors. We evaluate these requirements in terms of communication and calculation steps. One calculation step includes all concurrent additions or multiplications within the entire microprocessor array. In the same manner, one communication step includes all possible x(0)
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We outline the basic communication steps assuming that a node may either send data to, or receive data from, one neighbor at a time. While we develop and compare the numerical value of communication steps, the actual required communication time would be determined by the internal processor clock rate. Furthermore, when physically constructing the communication networks, it is likely that the bandwidth of the network would be increased through the inclusion of more wires between nodes, or the ability of a node to communicate with more than one neighbor at a time. In these cases, the communication requirements would be reduced by a constant factor corresponding to the increase in bandwidth.
Communication requirements
Communication between nodes takes place during two procedures: bit-reversals and butterfly networks. A onedimensional bit-reversal can be performed using a convenient swapping method, where adjacent nodes swap their respective values. The method follows a triangular pattern for the inner N − 2 nodes, divides the sequence in half, and continues recursively for a total of log 2 N − 1 times. Figure 5 demonstrates this method for a sequence of size N = 8. Since all swaps within an array can be performed concurrently at a cost of two data transfers, the number of communication steps required to complete the bit-reversal in one dimension is
for large N . Section 3.3 shows that the row-column and vector-radix algorithms both implement the radix-2 butterfly, except in different orders. The number of communication steps required by the two algorithms is therefore identical, and we only need to establish the method of data transfer for the radix-2 butterfly, which is demonstrated in figure 6 for size N = 8. The data transfer is straightforward and strictly follows the assumptions in section 1. During each stage of data transfer, all microprocessors retain their original value to use in the x(0)
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for large N . We can now determine the total number of communication steps required for both the distributed rowcolumn and vector-radix algorithms. Counting the bit-reversal twice and the radix-2 butterfly twice (once for all columns and once for all rows) yields, for large N ,
Steps
Calculation requirements
Calculations for the distributed row-column and vectorradix algorithms can also be done in a distributed manner, such that at each stage of the radix-2 butterfly all microprocessors concurrently perform a single complex addition or multiplication. (Some multiplications are by unity.) In our analysis, one calculation step will include all possible concurrent multiplications or additions within the microprocessor array. The row-column algorithm performs multiplications at the beginning, and additions at the end, of each stage of the radix-2 butterfly. Applying the radix-2 butterfly twice (once for all rows and once for all columns) requires 2 log 2 N addition steps and 2 log 2 N multiplication steps.
At each stage of the radix-2 butterfly, the vectorradix algorithm performs both row-wise and column-wise transforms before proceeding to the next stage. Although performed in a different order, the vector-radix algorithm requires the same number of addition steps as the row-column algorithm. Since the vector-radix algorithm performs a single matrix multiplication at the beginning of each stage, however, it requires only log 2 N multiplication steps. The vector-radix algorithm therefore requires 50% fewer multiplications than the row-column algorithm when performed in a distributed manner.
Pruning the 2D FFT
As shown in figure 1 , the 2D FFT reveals the relative strengths of periodic signals within a composite material. When looking for signals such as large pressure gradients or peaks, the most important information can often be found in the lowest frequency components of the 2D DFT. A significant amount of the output data can therefore be ignored, allowing for modification of the 2D FFT algorithms to improve computational efficiency. Figure 7 compares the pruned 2D FFT outputs of three simulated temperature signals of size 256× 256. By analyzing just a few of the low frequency components of the 2D FFTs, we can easily distinguish between the three signals. Let us consider the gradient signal shown in figure 7(a) . The 2D FFT of the gradient shows that the frequency components in the y-direction have a magnitude of close to zero, indicating that the spatial wavelengths in that direction are relatively constant. The x-direction, however, is clearly dominated by the first frequency component. We can conclude from this information that the signal consists of a gradient in the x-direction. Next let us consider the single-peak and double-peak signals shown in figures 7(c) and (e), respectively. The 2D FFTs of the two signals are similar except for one significant difference: the 2D FFT of the double-peak signal is dominated in the x-direction by the second frequency component rather than the first frequency component. This indicates the presence of two peaks in the x-direction, as opposed to one peak.
Pruning techniques [9, 12] can be applied to both the rowcolumn and vector-radix algorithms to eliminate computation that is not necessary for the desired output points. Once the output points are selected, it is convenient to trace the radix-2 butterfly backwards in order to determine which input points are necessary for each stage. As an example, we will consider a pruning algorithm that calculates the 4 × 4 output matrix X (n 1 , n 2 ), where 0 n 1 < 3, 0 n 2 < 3. output matrix is then achieved by performing the pruned radix-2 butterfly on all rows and columns (using either the rowcolumn or vector-radix algorithms).
Computational savings from pruning
We established in section 4.1 that the distributed row-column and vector-radix algorithms require the same number of communication steps. This remains true for their pruned versions, as long as the two algorithms produce the same size output. We therefore only need to examine pruning of the radix-2 butterfly network which is used (in different orders) by both algorithms.
When performed in a distributed manner, this method of pruning the 2D FFT does not reduce the number of calculation steps required. Several microprocessors are simply inactive while others within the matrix concurrently perform their own addition or multiplication. A significant amount of communication, however, can be eliminated by pruning. The pruned radix-2 butterfly of figure 8 shows that after the first two stages of transforms, the communication is reduced to sending groups of only four complex numbers at each incremental stage. The number of communication steps required for a pruned radix-2 butterfly of size N (neglecting the first two stages) is
for large N . The total number of communication steps can now be established for the pruned row-column and vector-radix algorithms. Counting the bit-reversal twice and the pruned
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Comparing the number of pruned communication steps (11) to the number of conventional communication steps (9) , and taking dominating terms, yields
When compared to the conventional row-column and vectorradix algorithms, the pruned version reduces communication requirements by 50%.
Conclusions
This paper investigates the implementation of localized processing algorithms for signal identification in smart composite materials. Our simulations show that the 2D FFT can be a useful tool in revealing the relative magnitudes of different spatial wavelengths of a signal in a material. We develop two distributed methods for implementing the 2D FFT based on the radix-2 (row-column) and radix-2 × 2 (vectorradix) structures. Results show that the vector-radix 2D FFT requires 50% fewer multiplications than the row-column 2D FFT when performed in a distributed manner. Since only a few output points of the 2D FFT are often desired, we develop pruning techniques that reduce communication by 50% in both cases. We conclude that the pruned version of the distributed vector-radix 2D FFT is the most efficient of the methods investigated for rapid signal identification in composite materials, when the nature of the signal can be inferred from low frequency components. While the purpose of this paper has been to investigate distributed algorithm techniques for smart composite materials, ultimately we plan to apply this research towards the structural health monitoring of composite materials. The application of the techniques presented in this paper would depend, however, on the size of the embedded network, the spatial density of the network nodes, and the sensor types used. Furthermore, structural health could only be established by including a structural model against which to compare. If these items were adequately addressed, the distributed algorithm techniques presented in this paper could have significant potential for rapidly assessing the health of composite materials.
Future work in this project includes the development of other applications of the 2D FFT such as identifying the location of failures in the material using the correlation of an anticipated failure mode pattern with the 2D FFT of the sampled data set. Future work also includes developing distributed versions of other algorithms useful for signal identification and/or structural health monitoring in composite materials. Ultimately we plan to implement these algorithms experimentally. We have undertaken the initial steps needed to verify the feasibility of embedding sensors in composites, and are currently preparing a composite panel with an embedded array of microsensors and microprocessors.
